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(HyeYun Park talk at Oxford SAWG Session)
E2V sensor illuminated at 980nm

1. We see two superimposed fringe patterns. Why two? 

2. Each pattern characterized by a spacing and intensity.  
What sets these values? 

3. How are patterns correlated (if at all)?

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=LSSTDESC&title=Sensor+Anomalies+WG+session+I


THIN-FILM INTERFERENCE 101

➤ Paths with different optical lengths ds = n(x,λ) dx interfere. 

➤ OPD = m λ is constructive for m=1,2,… 

➤ Effect depends on wavelength and geometry.



COMPLICATIONS

➤ Sensors are illuminated with a complex variable spectrum 
(OH emission lines) and converging (f/1.234) annular beam. 

➤ Sensors are complex multilayer (proprietary) structures. 

➤ Need to solve for self-consistent EM fields respecting boundary 
conditions at each interface, considering polarization & phase. 

➤ In a sensor, we detect absorbed photons (via conversion to an 
electron-hole pair), not reflected / transmitted rays. 

➤ Short wavelengths are most strongly absorbed, leading to weak 
reflections and resulting interference. 

➤ Interference is a 3D phenomenon, even though we only 
measure its 2D projection.



MATERIAL PROPERTIES

➤ Absorption can be modeled as an imaginary “extinction” 
component of the index of refraction. 

➤ Only silicon (bulk + gates) absorbs in optical.



PREVIOUS WORK

➤ Malumuth et al, “Removing the Fringes from Space Telescope 
Imaging Spectrograph Slitless Spectra”, 
PASP Volume 115, Issue 804.

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1086/345913
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NB: no second fringe pattern!

NB: assumes normal incidence.

DATA MODEL



DATA MODEL
??

SAME  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T > 1 (!)

A < 0 (!)



MODEL
??
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A < 0 (!)

Turn off scattering

https://github.com/sbyrnes321/tmm

Transfer Matrix Method python pkg:

worse!

worse!

http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02720

https://github.com/sbyrnes321/tmm
http://arxiv.org/abs/1603.02720


LSST CONVERGING BEAM

➤ No photons enter at normal incidence! 

➤ Beam probably has small polarization (~10%) in sensor, 
depending on details of AR coating. 

➤ Ignore off-axis 
beam for now.

f/1.234

f/4.478

900nm, on axis



➤ Absorption probability decays exponentially with depth. 

➤ Exponential modulated by standing waves.

ABSORPTION RATE

~λ/(2n(λ))

Depth  
in Si

14.3° incidence

22.1° incidence

14.3°
22.1°

integration over beam angles  
washes out standing waves.



ABSORPTION RATE

➤ Integrate over all 
LSST beam angles. 

➤ LSST z & y bands. 

➤ Moiré patterns are 
plotting artifact. 

➤ AR coating works!

Measurable via  
Quantum  Eff.



THICKNESS VARIATIONS

➤ Introduce slope 
to at each interface 
in turn. 

➤ Thicknesses of  
adjacent layers 
are anti-correlated.
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➤ Need independent variations in two 
interfaces to produce double 
fringe patterns.

THICKNESS VARIATIONS

vary along x

vary along y
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FRINGE PATTERNS

➤ The EM solution requires unrealistic detailed knowledge of 
the (internal) geometry but provides some useful insights for 
interpreting observed fringe patterns: 

➤ Different media correspond to different length scales and 
fringe pattern intensities. 

➤ Patterns not necessarily aligned with thickness gradients. 

➤ Patterns not simply sinusoidal modulations. 

➤ Correlated variations can produce honeycomb patterns.



SIMULATED FRINGING

➤ Straightforward to simulate the types of fringes we observe 
since complex correlations are not observed: 

➤ Generate uncorrelated random thickness variations in two 
non-adjacent layers (as Gaussian random fields). 

➤ Each Δz = λ/(2 n(λ)) yields one fringe.





POSSIBLE NEXT STEPS

➤ Notebook used to produce all plots is in: 

➤ https://github.com/dkirkby/AstroCCD  

➤ Integrate over sky spectrum. 

➤ Implement expected variations in OH sky emission. 

➤ Study off-axis beam.

https://github.com/dkirkby/AstroCCD

